Campus Council Reports – 11.2

ACESS Report
Below you will find a list of training and events that ACESS has participated in the past two weeks, in addition to contact information.

Trainings (including upcoming):
10/06: Chief Training
11/07: Alcohol Poisoning Training

Events (including upcoming):

- 10/08: Gardner & 10/10 Harris
- 10/23: Sunflower Bean // The Lemon Twigs // Gardner
- 10/26: Sales // Herrick Chapel
- 10/28: Funk the Patriarchy Gardner
- 10/29: Halloween Harris
- 11/04: Waldo // Open Mike Cage // Gardner
- 11/04: Diwali // Harris
- 11/07: Mitski // Weaves // Fear of Men // Gardner
- 11/09: Trails and Ways // Herrick Chapel
- 11/11: Abra // Gardner
- 11/12: Drag Show // Harris
- 11/12: Reggaeton // Gardner

ACESS Contact Information:
Directors: Ayesha Mirzakhail and Michelle Risacher
Office Hours: 6:00-8:00 at the Grille or by appointment
Email: [ace2]
*We are still hiring! Email [ace2] for an application!

Cabinet Report - Diversity & Outreach Coordinator

- Accessibility Committee Met
  - New poster regulations to ensure that all events are made accessible, if possible
  - Met and chatted regarding the new Miami University of Ohio Digital Access Decree
- Sub-Committee on Co-Curricular Diversity Actions
  - Reviewed four campus policies on Diversity to see what other campuses we could be modelling after
● Gender-Inclusive Housing Committee
  ○ Passed back to cabinet what else was going on in GIHC, and working together to put a survey out regarding housing demands and identities.
● Mental Health Task Force Survey
  ○ Reviewed the survey and worked with Caitlin and Maddie O’Meara ’18 to ensure the survey is explained well and to promote students to take the survey on campus.
● Reviewed Campus Climate Diversity Survey
  ○ Working with the team to review different question details.
● Worked with MLC groups (CBS, Crecemos Unidos, Questbridge Scholars) and other groups on campus to get large posters.
● Postered and promoted several MLC-related events and other SGA-sponsored events
  ○ Made posters for different movies and events on campus.
● Worked with a student regarding awareness of Asian culture on campus for an ongoing project and fundraising – encouraged them to reach out to the Wilson Foundation and OICA.
● Talked to the S&B regarding the Haven program regarding student concerns.
● Updated the website documents pages - Budget 101 and Student Group Creation.
● Updated the wall outside of SGA with committee meetings & class ambassadors.
● Encouraged First Year Council folk to apply for ClassAmbassadors.
● Met with First Year Council to start planning a Fall-ish/Winter event next Sunday.
● Met with SOL to talk about Latin American Festival outreach.
● Funding for Black & Brown Bodies event on Thursday (you should go!)
● Worked with Religious Studies to promote their event regarding religious diversity and conversations on campus.
● Met and chatted with the Alumni Council sub-committee on Diversity about updates on campus.
● Met with SHACs regarding the delay for counselling care and scheduling with Capstone.
● Ironed out some of the details for Good Vibes Week.
● Put in the order for more sticky wallets cause folks want them!

Cabinet Report - Assistant Treasurer

Completed:
  ○ Talked to MLC group leaders with Treasurer White on how to access SGA funds.
  ○ Continued to process receipt reimbursement and voucher request forms for SGA-approved funds.
  ○ Participated in the following SGA cabinet meetings:
    ■ SGA Cabinet
2012 Attrition Study Report

DSA Meeting
- Learned how to do E-Time approvals from the Treasurer
- Met with STI fund to talk about the feasibility of projects
- Attended a landscaping planning meeting with the farm coalition
- Finished meeting with SGA employees
- Delivered student feedback to Concerts Chair, ACESS Directors & ACE Co-chairs.
- Worked with DOC to clarify unclear language in the funding section of the SGA website.

In-Progress:
- 3 Green-Fund projects are incredibly close to being funded – composting, LED-lights, and hand-dryers for the JRC. I’m working to help push those along.
- Working with reform committee to eliminate semester spending gap – we have a pretty good plan now, but we still need to draft the actual language.
- Planning a Green Fund lightbulb social event/drive in Burling.

To Do:
- Submit a work order to fix broken things in the SGA offices.
- Continue processing SGA funds.
- Finish above in-progress things.